The 20th was one of many days spent mostly in a van for CAUSE 2015. We drove five hours from Hamburg Germany to Copenhagen Denmark. On this drive we passed fields and fields of agriculture as well as getting our first sense of Denmark’s famous wind energy. Derek’s van was pulled over at the Germany Denmark border for inspection, whereas Johnathan’s was not. The lead van then lost Johnathan’s van temporarily. But after the two vans regrouped on the other side of the border we were able to continue to Copenhagen without interruptions.

Our hostel in Copenhagen was really nice as it was located in the very heart of Copenhagen. The girls had a very small three person room and all ten of the boys were in one massive room. It was early enough in the day that we could still go out into the city and do some sightseeing. Half of CAUSE 2015 meet up with a Penn State Alumni Marteen who now lives and works in Copenhagen. The other half of CAUSE went on a self-guided walking tour of Copenhagen. Both groups managed to hit most of the same landmarks although not in the same order. All of us went into the Christiansborg Palace to see a 360 degree aerial view of the city. All of the students were really impressed in Copenhagen and just loved the atmosphere of the city. It was agreed upon that this was one of our favorite stops of the trip.